. SLDNF-resolution is a standard operational semantics for negation as ( nite) failure. For some programs and goals SLDNF-resolution is incomplete with respect to the Kunen semantics (program completion in 3-valued logic). Intuitively, the reason of incompleteness is oundering. This fact has however not been proven formally. The existing papers study syntactic classes of programs and goals for which SLDNF-resolution is complete. We prove completeness of SLDNF-resolution for arbitrary programs, fair selection rules and non-oundering queries. For this we need an appropriate notion of oundering. We introduce two versions of this notion, one simple but crude, the other more sophisticated. To be able to deal with fairness we introduce an alternative de nition of SLDNF-resolution. We also show how the 3-valued completion semantics can be expressed in terms of the classical 2-valued logic.
Introduction
A standard way of treating negation in logic programming is negation as ( nite) failure. Its declarative semantics is given by the Clark completion of the program. Actually, for normal programs this semantics is too strong. For example the completion of the program f p :p g is inconsistent, both p and :p are its logical consequences, thus the semantics requires the goal p to both succeed and fail.
To avoid such problems a weaker version of completion semantics was introduced by Kunen Kun87] . It considers logical consequences of the completion in 3-valued logic. (In Section 7 we show how to express it in standard 2-valued logic.) In our work we use this semantics as the declarative semantics for logic programs.
The abstract computational mechanism implementing negation as failure is SLDNF-resolution Llo87]. One would like such a computational mechanism to be complete, i.e. to be able to produce all the results required by the declarative semantics. In other words, completeness means that (1) for any correct answer substitution required by the declarative semantics the computational mechanism is able to produce a more general computed answer, and (2) for any goal Q, if Q is false according to the declarative semantics then Q fails.
For normal logic programs SLDNF-resolution is not complete. Its completeness has been proved only for rather restricted classes of programs and goals; a seminal result is completeness for allowed programs/goals proved by Kunen Kun89] (it subsumes a theorem obtained at the same time by Cavedon and Lloyd CL89] ). It was extended for broader classes of programs and goals in a series of papers by Decker and Cavedon, see Dec91] for a summary. Probably its most important generalization is that of St ark St a94] (where an extension of SLDNF-resolution is used). We should also mention the result of Stroetmann Str93] . For every such class there exist programs and goals that do not belong to the class but for which SLDNF-resolution is complete.
These completeness theorems have a similar form. They state that if a program with a goal satis es certain syntactic conditions then SLDNF-resolution gives the results required by the declarative semantics. The premises of these theorems do not refer to oundering (i.e. inability of SLDNF-resolution to resolve non-ground negative literals). However oundering | or the limitation of negation as failure to YES and NO answers | is usually considered to be the main reason for incompleteness (for instance see p. 98 of Llo87]). 1 In this paper we show that SLDNF-resolution is complete for non-oundering goals under some natural conditions concerning fairness. The novelty of our approach is that we relate the completeness directly to non-oundering and we deal with arbitrary normal programs and goals.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains the outline of the paper. Section 3 presents the concepts necessary for our work. Among others we need a constraint representation of resolution where instead of applying mgu's the corresponding equations are added to the goals. That section also presents SLDFA-resolution Dra95] which is a generalization of SLDNF-resolution for constructive negation. A completeness result for SLDFA-resolution Dra95] is a starting point for our work. The next two sections introduce SLDNF1-resolution and discuss oundering. SLDNF1-resolution can be seen as an alternative de nition of SLDNF-resolution. We introduce it in order to be able to deal with fairness. Section 6 presents our completeness results for SLDNF1-resolution and for SLDNFresolution. The last section shows how 3-valued completion semantics can be represented in a standard 2-valued logic.
We assume that the reader is familiar with basics of logic programming, SLDNFresolution Llo87] and the Kunen semantics Kun87]. 
Outline
In what follows, p; q stand for predicate symbols, x; y for variables, A; B for atoms, L; M for literals and L; M for sequences (conjunctions) of literals. We will usually underscore the selected literal of a goal. We will often abbreviate \ nitely failed" by \failed". We refer to SLDNF-resolution as de ned in Llo87] by the de nitions of a failed SLDNF-tree and an SLDNF-refutation. (The discussion below may also be read from the point of view of the de nition of AD94]).
In this informal introduction we use a (rather obvious) notion of a derivation. The formal de nition of SLDNF-derivation in Llo87] (p. 87) is unsatisfactory AD94]. According to it, for instance, oundering SLDNF-derivations just do not exist. This problem can be solved by removing from that de nition the restrictions on a negative literal selected in the last goal. (Thus if a :A is selected in the last goal of a derivation we neither require that A is ground nor that A succeeds).
Floundering is often de ned as obtaining a goal consisting only of non-ground negative literals. We understand it in a slightly di erent way. By oundering of a goal G we mean selecting a non-ground negative literal in a goal in the computation started with G. Thus oundering depends on the selection rule. A de nition of oundering is given later in this section. A selection rule (called also computation rule) is a function selecting a literal in any nonempty goal. It should be possible to select di erent literals in distinct occurrences of the same goal. So the selected literal in a goal in a derivation is a function of the \history" of the derivation (see Apt90], p. 504, for a de nition). Roughly speaking, the history for a goal G in a derivation D is the part of D preceding G. For programs with negation, in case D is not a \top-level" derivation, one may require that the history refers also to what had happened before D was initiated. This means adding to the history the relevant parts of the derivations that had invoked D, directly or indirectly. All our results hold also for the concept of selection rule generalized by extending history in such way.
In this paper we show that SLDNF-resolution is complete for arbitrary programs and for goals that do not ounder under certain requirements. An obvious requirement is that the goal does not ounder under some fair selection rule. (Using a fair selection rule is required already for completeness of negation as failure for SLDresolution Llo87, Apt90]). A selection rule is fair if in every in nite derivation for each literal L in a goal (some further instantiated version of) L is eventually selected.
Example 2.1. Consider program f p p; q(x) g. Let L be the goal p; :q(x).
L is false in the completion semantics but L does not fail. The reason of incompleteness is oundering when :q(x) is selected 2 . Goal L ounders under any fair selection rule but it does not ounder under Prolog selection rule, falling into a loop instead.
However, non oundering for some fair selection rule is not su cient for com-2 In this work we do not consider the extension of SLDNF-resolution that allows selecting non-ground :A in cases when A fails or succeeds with an empty answer.
pleteness (if SLDNF-resolution is understood in a usual way Llo87, AD94] The example suggests that the fairness requirement should be strengthened. For the purposes of this introduction, let us call a derivation strongly fair if it fails or if (some further instantiated version of) every literal occurring in the derivation is eventually selected. For de nite programs and goals fairness and strong fairness are equivalent, as an SLD-derivation that neither succeeds nor fails is in nite. As the example shows, this equivalence does not hold for SLDNF-derivations. Intuitively it is strong fairness that is needed for completeness; if L fails and M does not then, in order to obtain failure of L; M, one has to select L at some step. The problem is that strongly fair SLDNF-derivations do not exist for some programs and goals. An example is f p p;g with :p; :q. So the di erence between SLDNF-and SLDNF1-resolutions is that a node : : :; :A; : : : of an SLDNF1 failed tree may have a child also when A does not fail. Any SLDNF1 nitely failed tree can be transformed into a nitely failed SLDNF-tree with the same root goal (and possibly a di erent selection rule); any SLDNF1-refutation is an SLDNF-refutation (Proposition 4.2). Obviously, any SLDNF-refutation (failed tree) is an SLDNF1-refutation (failed tree). Thus SLDNF1-resolution can be seen as a way of representing SLDNF-resolution. For SLDNF1-resolution strong fairness coincides with fairness: If the selection rule is fair then for any goal there exists an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree whose every branch is a strongly fair sequence of goals. So we will use SLDNF1-resolution instead of SLDNF-resolution whenever we are interested in fairness.
For the rest of this paper we de ne oundering of a goal G under a selection rule R as selecting by R a non-ground negative literal in an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree: in an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree for G or in a subsidiary pre-failed tree referred to, directly or indirectly.
Requirement of non-oundering is rather restrictive, as it considers all the nodes of pre-failed trees. For instance goal G = :p; :q(x) ounders for program f p g and Prolog selection rule. There are two pre-failed trees for G and G; :q(x) is 3 Due to this non-deterministic choice the pre-failed tree is not unique 5 a branch of one of them. However the other tree is an SLDNF failed tree, literal :q(x) is not selected in it. In Section 5 we weaken this requirement by de ning \serious oundering". We show that SLDNF1-resolution is sound and complete with respect to the 3-valued completion semantics for any program, any fair selection rule and any goal that does not (seriously) ounder under the selection rule (Theorem 6.2). The proof refers to completeness of SLDFA-resolution, a constructive negation method Dra95] . As a corollary we obtain a completeness result for SLDNF-resolution.
Preliminaries

Basics
We use the standard notation and terminology Llo87], however normal programs and goals will be called programs (resp. goals). Underlining of a literal in a goal means that the literal is selected. Over-lining will be used to denote a ( -nite) sequence of objects, e.g. x is an abbreviation for x 1 ; : : :; x n for some integer n 0, p(t) abbreviates p(t 1 ; : : :; t m ), where m is the arity of p, s=t abbreviates s 1 =t 1 ; : : :; s n =t n for some n 0, etc. As usually a comma will often be used instead of^.
The logical consequence in the standard two valued logic will be denoted by j = and in the three valued logic by j = 3 . For the de nitions concerning the three valued logic see Kun87, AB94, Doe94] . We use the standard notion of the completion of a program P and denote it comp(P). The Clark equality theory that is a part of comp(P) will be denoted by CET. (Predicate symbol = has only 2-valued interpretations). We do not require that the language of discourse has exactly those functors that occur in P, neither we require that the language is in nite. (We will say that the language is (in) nite if its set of functors, including constants, is (in) nite).
An equation is an expression of the form s=t where s and t are terms. Negation of an equation (a disequation) will be written as s6 =t. The symbol = is used both as a syntactic symbol in equations and as an equality symbol of the metalanguage. We take care that this does not lead to ambiguity. We will not distinguish between a set of equations and their conjunction.
By a constraint we mean a formula with the only predicate symbol = . Constraint is said to be satis able if there exists a model of CET in which is satis able (i.e. if CET 6j = :9 ). In this paper we consider only idempotent mgu's. A substitution = fx=tg is idempotent i fxg \ FV (t) = ;. For = fx=tg we denote dom( ) = fxg (the domain of a substitution). The equation set corresponding to a substitution fx=tg is x=t. By a most general uni er of an equation set s=t we mean an mgu of the pair of term tuples (s; t). If fx=rg is an mgu of s=t then CET j = s=t $ x=r. Equation set s=t is satis able i it has a uni er i CET j = 9s=t.
The set of free variables occurring in a syntactic construct (formula, term etc.) F is denoted by FV (F). The restriction Fj S of a formula F to a set S of variables is the formula 9x 1 ; : : :; x n F where fx 1 ; : : :; x n g = FV (F)nS. Similarly, the restriction of a substitution to S will be denoted j S . We will abbreviate Fj FV (F 0 ) as Fj F 0 and j FV (F 0 ) as j F 0 .
SLDNF-resolution
We use the standard de nition of SLDNF-resolution Llo87]. It consists of two mutually dependent de nitions of SLDNF-refutations and nitely failed SLDNFtrees. To avoid circularity it employs ranks, which are natural numbers. SLDNFderivations and SLDNF-trees are introduced as additional notions only. As the de nition is well known, we do not repeat it here. For the details the reader is referred to Llo87].
We will need a complementary view of SLDNF-resolution where equations are used instead of substitutions. We will call it the constraint representation of SLDNF-resolution (in contrast to the standard one Llo87]). We introduce it by describing di erences between the standard and the constraint representation.
In the standard representation, resolving a goal M; p(t); N with a clause p(s) L (with the variables standardized apart Apt90]) results in a goal (M; L; N) where is a most general (idempotent) uni er of t and s. In the constraint representation goals are of the form ; L where is a satis able (possibly empty) equation set. A goal ; M; p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ); N resolved with a standardized apart clause p(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) L results in ; t 1 =s 1 ; : : :; t n =s n ; M; L; N, provided that ; t 1 =s 1 ; : : :; t n =s n is satis able. (In such case we will say that the clause is applicable to the goal).
The safeness condition (\the selected negative literal is ground") has to be reformulated for the purposes of the constraint representation. Notice that a negative is a most general uni er of . Thus applying a uni cation algorithm to and restricting the obtained substitution to FV (M) results in (an idempotent substitution equivalent to) the computed answer substitution of the derivation in the rst representation.
SLDFA-resolution
In our proof we will employ SLDFA-resolution which is a generalization of SLDNFresolution (in the constraint representation). It is a constructive negation approach, making it possible to obtain answers (other than YES and NO) to negated queries, thus solving the problem of oundering. For instance, x6 =a can be obtained as an answer for :p(x) and program f p(a) g. 7 For the purposes of constructive negation, goals that contain disequations are needed. For generality we allow arbitrary constraints (with = being the only predicate symbol, as stated above). So a goal is of the form ; L where is a satis able constraint and L a sequence of literals. If CET is a complete theory then is satis able i CET j = 9 . For the purposes of this paper it is su cient to consider SLDFA-resolution for in nite languages (i.e. with in nite sets of functors). For such languages CET is complete. We will write ; 0 or just 0 for a conjunction of constraints and 0 .
SLDFA-resolution is speci ed by de ning SLDFA-refutations and SLDFA nitely failed trees. The de nitions are mutually recursive. Here we present a slightly restricted but still complete form of SLDFA-resolution. Let P be a normal program.
De nition 3.1. An SLDFA-refutation of rank k (k 0) is a sequence of goals G 0 ; : : :; G n such that G n is and for i = 1; : : :; n 1. an atom A is selected in G i?1 and G i results from The constraint j G0 is a called a rank k SLDFA-computed answer for G 0 .
De nition 3.2. A rank k (k 0) SLDFA nitely failed tree for a goal G is a tree satisfying the following conditions: 1. each node is a goal and the root node is G; 2. if H is a node in the tree with a positive literal selected then for every clause C of P applicable to H there exists exactly one child of H obtained by resolving H with a (standardized apart) variant of C; 3. a node H with a negative literal selected, of the form ; L; :A; L 0 has at most one child ; : 1 ; : : :; : n ; L; L 0 where 1 ; : : :; n (n 0) are (some of the) SLDFA-computed answers for ; A of rank < k (if ; : 1 ; : : :; : n is unsatis able then H has no children, otherwise H has one child); 4. the tree is nite and no node of the tree is of the form .
Let k be a natural number or k = !. A rank k SLDFA-derivation is a possibly in nite sequence G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : satisfying De nition 3.1 without the condition on the form of the last goal. An SLDFA pre-failed tree for G of rank k is a tree satisfying conditions 1, 2 and 3 of De nition 3.2. Obviously, a rank k refutation is also a refutation of any higher rank; the same for (pre-) failed trees and derivations.
Notice that selected negative literals are treated di erently in a refutation and in a failed tree. A branch of a (pre-) failed tree is not necessarily an SLDFA-derivation.
To construct a successor of ; : : :; :A; : : : in a refutation (or derivation), a failed tree for 0 ; A is built. To construct a child of ; : : :; :A; : : : in a (pre-) failed tree, refutations for ; A are constructed. It is not required that all the computed answers for ; A are used.
For further explanations and examples see Dra95] (or Dra93]). A way of computing fail answers for ; A (in other words of nding 0 such that 0 ; A nitely fails) is described in Dra95]. First a pre-failed tree for ; A is built. Then the \success" leaves and in nite branches are subsequently pruned. Pruning means, roughly speaking, adding to all the nodes of the tree such a constraint that an undesirable node disappears (together with its descendants) due to unsatis ability of the resulting constraint.
It is easy to see that an SLDNF-refutation (failed tree) is an SLDFA-refutation (failed tree) of the same rank. Remember that is satis able, by the de nition of a goal. 
SLDNF1-resolution
We will need a new de nition of SLDNF-resolution in order to be able to deal with fairness. SLDNF1-resolution can be seen as an alternative representation of SLDNF-resolution or as a concept intermediate between SLDNF-and SLDFAresolution. See Section 2 for motivations and explanations. SLDNF1-resolution can be de ned in terms of SLDFA-resolution: An SLDNF1-refutation (failed tree) is an SLDFA-refutation (failed tree) such that whenever :A is selected in a goal H then A is ground in H, for any goal H in the refutation 9 (failed tree) or in a subsidiary failed tree or refutation. We also present a direct de nition, since SLDNF1-resolution is a central notion of this paper. It is easy to show that the two de nitions are equivalent. The de nition below uses the standard representation of goals; transforming it to the constraint representation is obvious. Let P be a normal program.
De nition 4.1. (SLDNF1-resolution) An SLDNF1-refutation of rank k (k 0) with computed answer ( 1 n )j G0 is a sequence of goals G 0 ; : : :; G n such that G n is the empty goal and for i = 1; : : :; n 1. an atom A is selected in G i?1 and G i results from G i?1 by resolving it with a standardized apart clause from P using mgu i , or 2. a ground negative literal :A is selected in G i?1 , there exists an SLDNF1 failed tree for A of rank < k,
, and i = " . A rank k (k 0) SLDNF1 failed tree for a goal G is a tree satisfying the following conditions: 1. each node is a goal and the root node is G; 2. if H is a node in the tree with a positive literal selected then for every clause C of P applicable to H there exists exactly one child of H obtained by resolving H with a (standardized apart) variant of C;
3. if H is a node with a negative literal selected, of the form L; :A; L 0 ; then A is ground and either H has one child L; L 0 or H is a leaf and there exists an SLDNF1-refutation for A of rank < k ; 4. the tree is nite and the empty goal does not occur in the tree.
An SLDNF1 pre-failed tree is a tree satisfying the de nition of an SLDNF1 failed tree (with k 0 or k = !) without condition 4 and with condition 3 weakened by allowing selecting a non-ground :A in a leaf of the tree. Any SLDNF1 failed tree is an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree. Any SLDNF1-refutation is a branch of an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree. For a given goal and a selection rule the pre-failed tree is in general not unique, due to condition 3. If a required refutation for a ground A exists, then goal : : :; :A; : : : may be a leaf or may have a child.
Similarly a failed tree may be not unique. Clearly, there exist maximal SLDNF1 pre-failed trees in which every node with a ground negative literal selected has a child. A maximal tree is unique for a given goal and a selection rule.
Note that any failed SLDNF-tree (SLDNF-refutation) is an SLDNF1 failed tree (SLDNF1-refutation). On the other hand there exist failed SLDNF1-trees that are not SLDNF failed trees. However the following property establishes the equivalence between SLDNF-and SLDNF1-resolution. An SLDNF1-refutation of rank k is an SLDNF-refutation of rank k. If there exists a rank k SLDNF1 failed tree for a goal G then there exists a failed SLDNF-tree of rank k for G (possibly via a di erent selection rule). Proof. By induction on k. In an SLDNF1 failed tree remove each non leaf node H with a negative literal :A selected, replace it with its child H 0 and add :A to H 0 and all its descendants. 2 Thus SLDNF1-resolution may indeed be treated as an alternative de nition of SLDNF-resolution. As SLDNF-resolution is sound w.r.t. the Kunen semantics, the last property also implies soundness of SLDNF1-resolution. This soundness also follows from the soundness of SLDFA-resolution.
We argue that SLDNF1-resolution provides a convenient formalization of the search space for SLDNF-resolution. For a given selection rule and a goal G, the search space is the maximal SLDNF1 pre-failed tree for G together with the (maximal) pre-failed trees referred to, directly or indirectly. Note that this search space can be seen as an extension of the notion of SLDNF-tree of AD94].
SLDNF1-resolution makes a fair search possible: after visiting a node H = :A; L in the tree, the search of the tree for A may be interleaved with the search of the subtree rooted at H. Note that SLDNF-resolution of Llo87] and those of AD94] and NM90] do not have this property. Another solution of the problem of fairness was proposed by Martelli and Tricomi MT92] . In that approach a single tree includes also the subsidiary derivations; the goals of lower rank are made parts of top level goals. There is a disadvantage; such a tree, for instance a failed tree, cannot be in general transformed into a failed SLDNF-tree together with the subsidiary SLDNF-refutations and failed SLDNFtrees. This is because the treatment of :A corresponds in a sense to constructing multiple SLDNF-trees for A, possibly with di erent selection rules. We believe that SLDNF1-resolution is simpler and more natural. For instance it would be rather di cult to express serious oundering of the next section in terms of MT92].
Floundering
We showed in Section 2 that for our purposes oundering should be de ned in terms of SLDNF1-resolution. We showed also that an obvious notion of oundering (De nition 5.1 below) is rather too general. There may exist a failed SLDNF-tree for a oundering goal.
Below we introduce a more precise notion of oundering. For lack of a better term we call it \serious oundering". The intuition behind the de nition is that oundering is permitted if it occurs in a goal irrelevant to the eventual success or failure of the initial goal. We conclude the section with examples and a discussion about possible generalizations. In the de nitions we refer to a xed program P and use the standard representation of goals. (Translation to the constraint representation is obvious). We begin with a formal de nition of oundering. By a top section of a tree U we mean a subgraph T of U such that T is a tree and the root of T is the root of U. Lemma 5.3. If every branch of an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree T fails then some top section of T is an SLDNF1 failed tree. Proof. A failed tree is obtained from T by removing all the descendants of any node : : :; :A; : : : for which A is ground and an SLDNF1-refutation for A exists. By K onig's lemma the tree is nite as all its branches are nite. 2
To de ne serious oundering we allow oundering, direct or indirect, in failed branches of pre-failed trees. We allow it also in (any branch of) a pre-failed tree with a ground root and a branch that is a refutation. is a pre-failed tree for any program. G does not seriously ounder i p succeeds. (This shows that non serious oundering is undecidable. After encountering a goal with a non ground literal selected it may be undecidable whether it is a case of non serious oundering).
Consider Prolog selection rule. Assume that p ounders and that q is not the head of any clause of the program. Then :p; q ounders but does not seriously ounder as the (unique) pre-failed tree has one branch ( :p; q; q) and the branch fails.
We want to mention that it is possible to de ne a suitable for our purposes (although rather arti cial and weak) notion of oundering without referring to SLDNF1-resolution. The problem is in excluding cases like in Example 2.2. Consider the de nition of SLDNF-resolution of AD94], an SLDNF-tree contains then the subsidiary SLDNF-trees. Let us say that a goal G does not w-ounder (w-for \weak") under R if in the SLDNF-tree for G via R every selected :A is ground and A succeeds or fails. It is not di cult to show that such G does not seriously ounder under the corresponding selection rule. There exist however goals that do not ounder but w-ounder (and goals that ounder and do not w-ounder).
The notion of serious oundering may be further strengthened by modifying the second clause of De nition 5.4. That clause was chosen somehow arbitrary. The reason for the actual choice is that in the context of SLDNF-resolution ground goals are particularly important. Obviously, we may allow (direct or indirect) oundering in a pre-failed tree if it has a branch that is a refutation with empty computed answer substitution. Further on, one can exploit the cases where a branch is \subsumed" by a refutation. Consider an example (suggested by an anonymous referee). For program P = f p(a) ; p(a) :q(y); q(x) : : :g goal G = p(x) both succeeds with fx=ag and seriously ounders. The oundering is inessential; even if it were possible to extend the oundering branch to a refutation, the resulting answer would be subsumed by the existing one.
So if a pre-failed tree for G has a branch that is a refutation with the answer then any branch with (a pre x with) the accumulated substitution is inessential if G is an instance of G . In such inessential branches we may allow oundering (selecting a :A that is non-ground or for which A ounders). The results of the next section, including the completeness theorem, hold also for such strengthened notion of oundering. (In Lemma 6.1 one should replace \the same answer" with \a more general answer").
Completeness of SLDNF1-resolution
The basic idea of our completeness proof is as follows. Due to its completeness, SLDFA-resolution would provide for any goal the result (failure or answers) required 13 by the semantics. Either the SLDFA-refutations and failed trees leading to the result are SLDNF1-refutations and trees or the goal ounders.
From this argument one can derive completeness for non-oundering queries. As the following lemma shows, we are able to deal with some cases where non-ground negative literals are selected in these SLDFA failed trees or refutations. This makes it possible to prove completeness of SLDNF1-resolution for not seriously oundering queries. Lemma 6.1. Let P be a program, R a selection rule and G = ; : : : a goal where is an equation set. Let G do not seriously ounder under R. If there exists an SLDFA failed tree (refutation) for G via R then there exists an SLDNF1 failed tree (refutation with the same answer) for G via R. Proof. By induction on the rank of the SLDFA failed tree (refutation). Let k 0, assume that the Lemma holds for ranks < k.
1. Let T be a rank k SLDFA failed tree for G via R. Consider the maximal top section T 0 of T that is an SLDNF1 pre-failed tree. Thus any leaf H of T 0 is a leaf of T or the selected literal of H is negative and non-ground in H. Let D be a branch of T 0 and H = ; : : : be its last goal. We show that D fails. If an atom is selected in H then H is a leaf of T and D fails indeed.
Assume that :A is selected in H and that D does not fail. As G does not seriously ounder, :A is ground in H, hence H is a leaf of T. So there exists an SLDFA refutation for ; A of rank < k and, by the inductive assumption, there exists an SLDNF1 refutation for ; A. Thus D fails. As every branch of T 0 fails, by Lemma 5.3 there exists a top section of T 0 that is an SLDNF1 failed tree for G via R. Proof. Below it is su cient to use the completeness of SLDFA-resolution only for in nite languages. Indeed, if comp(P) j = 3 F for a nite language L then also comp(P) j = 3 F for an in nite language L 0 (whose set of functors is a superset of that of L). In the rest of the proof we may assume that the language is L 0 .
Assume that comp(P) j = 3 :L. By completeness of SLDFA-resolution, for selection rule R there exists an SLDFA failed tree for L. By Lemma 6.1 there exists an SLDNF1 failed tree for L via R. This completes the proof for the case of a failed tree.
Respectively, assume that comp(P) j = 3 L for an idempotent substitution .
Without loss of generality we may assume that the domain of is a subset of Remember that both oundering and serious oundering are de ned in terms of SLDNF1-resolution. As explained previously, fairness cannot be dealt with in terms of SLDNF-resolution. The corollary does not hold if we de ne oundering in terms of a usual de nition of SLDNF-resolution (like that of Llo87, AD94, NM90], conf. Example 2.2) unless we additionally require that for every selected :A goal A succeeds or fails (conf. Section 5). As the following examples show, our theorem is in a sense independent from the previous completeness results. Consider program P = f q(x) q(x) g. Goal Q = :p(x); q(x) seriously ounders under any fair selection rule; our theorem is inapplicable here. On the other hand, P f Q g is allowed and one can say that in this case resolution is complete by Kunen's completeness theorem Kun89]. However, the other premise of the theorem does not hold as comp(P) 6j = 3 :Q and comp(P) 6j = 3 Q for any . (Obviously, neither a failed tree nor a refutation exists for Q). Hence Kunen's theorem (completeness for allowed programs/goals) is not a consequence of Theorem 6.2. However the cases of allowed programs and allowed goals that ounder under any fair selection rule are similar to that in the example: Proposition 6.5.
If an allowed P f Q g seriously ounders under any fair selection rule then comp(P) 6j = 3 :Q (and there does not exist a failed tree for Q). If Q is ground then comp(P) 6j = 3 Q (and there does not exist a refutation for Q).
The groundness requirement can be abandoned if we use the strengthened version of serious oundering discussed in the previous section.
Proof. Assume that comp(P) j = 3 :Q. Then there exists a failed SLDNF-tree for Q together with the subsidiary failed trees and refutations. So under the selection rule used, Q does not seriously ounder. As the trees and refutations are nite, the rule is fair; contradiction. (More precisely, there exists a fair selection rule that results in the same trees/refutations). The proof for the remaining case is analogical. 2 A probably most important generalization of Kunen's completeness theorem was recently proposed by St ark St a94]. St ark's theorem considers an extension of SLDNF-resolution (where a non-ground :A can be selected provided that A succeeds with a most general answer). Two classes of goals, C + (P) and C ? (P) are de ned. The extended SLDNF-resolution is complete for success for goals from C + (P) and complete for failure for goals from C ? (P). We skip here any details, they may be found in St a94, AB94, Doe94]. Consider program P = f q(a) :q(x) g and goal G = p; :q(x). In this case Theorem 6.2 is applicable (G does not ounder) and the theorem from St a94] is not (goal p; :q(x) in not in C ? (P) as q(x) 6 2 C + (P)).
The same for program f p :q(x); p g and goal p (which does not seriously ounder while p 6 2 C + (P)).
Using standard logic
In this section we show how the 3-valued completion semantics of Kunen can be expressed in terms of standard 2-valued logic. The standard 2-valued predicate calculus is a part of general education and a standard tool of every mathematician. So many people nd it more convenient to use than the 3-valued logic. We believe that 2-valued representation of Kunen semantics would contribute to its understanding and usage.
In our representation we employ a modi ed concept of program completion DM91], Wal93], we call it strict completion. (It is called doubled completion in Wal93]). This idea is not new but a direct equivalence proof for arbitrary programs has not been published before. ( Sat92] contains a proof that is based on soundness of some fold/unfold transformations). Another 2-valued representation of Kunen semantics was proposed in Sat92, Pla92, St a93]. That approach is, roughly speaking, based on replacing negative literals with positive ones using new predicate symbols.
The strict completion comp (P) of a program P is de ned by transforming P into a program split(P). Then the strict completion is just the standard Clark completion of split(P):
comp (P) = comp(split(P)): Program split(P) is strict (see Kun89, DM91] for a de nition).
Let L be the underlying language. To construct split(P), L is extended by adding a new predicate symbol p 0 for every predicate symbol p (distinct from =) of L. For every clause C of P, split(P) contains two clauses C 0 and C 00 . C 0 is C with p replaced by p 0 in every negative literal of C (for any predicate symbol p). C 00 is C with p replaced by p 0 in every positive literal of C. A formula F is said to be entailed by the strict completion semantics of P i comp (P) j = split(F): Note that :split(:F) is split(F) with every p replaced by p 0 and every p 0 replaced by p. Obviously, comp (P) j = split(F) i comp (P) j = :split(:F). In particular, if F contains only positive or only negative occurrences of predicate symbols (other than =) then comp (P) j = split(F) i comp (P) j = F. For a program P and a formula F that does not contain $ comp(P) j = 3 F i comp (P) j = split(F)
Proof. (A generalization suggested by an anonymous referee made it possible to avoid an additional condition in the case of nite L).
If A is a model of CET then by A P we denote the corresponding 3-valued immediate consequence operator. By A P " we denote its least xed point.
If I is a 3-valued interpretation for L then let I 0 denote the interpretation in which any symbol from L has the same meaning as in I and for each predicate symbol p 0 its meaning is the same as the meaning of p. By simple trans nite induction on we obtain that A split(P) " = ( A P " ) 0 : Thus for any A A P " j = 3 F i A split(P) " j = 3 split(F):
(7.1) Also note that comp(P) j = 3 F i for every model A of CET A P " j = 3 F (because if A P " j = 3 F then 5 I j = 3 F for any I A P ", hence for any model I of comp(P) over A). Thus, by (7.1) comp(P) j = 3 F i comp (P) j = 3 split(F):
As split(P) is strict and strict with respect to split(F), by Theorem 3.6 of Kun89] comp (P) j = 3 split(F) i comp (P) j = split(F): 2 8. Conclusions
Our main result shows that the only reasons for incompleteness of SLDNF-resolution (for Kunen's 3-valued completion semantics) are oundering and non fair selection of literals in goals.
In section 2 we showed that the standard de nition of SLDNF-resolution is insu cient for treatment of fairness. The same holds for the de nition of Apt and Doets AD94] (and for that of NM90]). What is needed is a kind of fairness between a derivation and the subsidiary derivations. After selecting :A in a goal :A; L it should be still possible to select L, even if A diverges. We solved this problem by introducing SLDNF1-resolution, an alternative view of SLDNFresolution. Another solution was proposed by Martelli and Tricomi MT92] . As discussed in Section 4, we believe that SLDNF1-resolution is simpler and more natural.
In the context of SLDNF1-resolution we de ned oundering and a less restrictive notion of serious oundering. We proved that SLDNF1-(and SLDNF-) resolution is complete for any goal that does not (seriously) ounder under a fair computation rule. This is the main result of this paper. It can be generalized using a further modi cation of the notion of oundering which we discussed informally.
Our work con rms, in a sense, the importance of the Kunen semantics as the semantics for nite failure and programs with negation. The fact that it employs 3-valued logic may be seen as disadvantage, not from theoretical but rather pragmatic 5 As Kleene truth tables are used for the connectives in F point of view. In section 7 we presented a way of expressing this semantics in the standard 2-valued logic. We believe that for many people it may simplify understanding and applying this semantics.
An obvious generalization of SLDNF-resolution is SLDNF-resolution with a weak safeness condition (if a non-ground A fails then :A succeeds, if A succeeds with a most general answer then :A fails Llo87]). The author believes that the results of this paper can be easily extended to SLDNF-resolution generalized in such way, after introducing an appropriate counterpart of the notion of oundering. This is a subject for future work.
